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I was born in Finland and went to school in Finland studying multiple
languages like Finnish, Swedish, English, German and Russian in elementary
and high school level. I studied Russian language at Jyväskylä University for
one year before getting accepted to Sibelius Academy for music studies. I
did my first translation assignment translating instructional audio recording
from English to Finnish when I was 12 yrs old which kick started my more in
depth interest in languages and translation work. I have always had a keen
interest in languages and have used my existing language skills in
international contexts.
I am an enthusiastic entry level translator targeting translation assignments
requiring fluency in Finnish and English languages, eager to contribute to
team success through hard work, attention to detail and excellent
organizational skills. I am motivated to learn, grow and excel in translating
industry and to make rapid progress from entry level to more extensive
tasks.

Bilingual in Finnish and English
Conversant in Finnish and
English
Extensive Finnish vocabulary
Student tutoring

Finnish to English translation
One-on-one tutoring
Group Language Instruction

01/2007 - CURRENTFinnish Language Tutor  | Free Lancer - Oregon
City, OR

Structured activities for interactive learning, including word analysis,
reading understanding and fluency skills.
Planned lessons for allotted time to strengthen weak subjects and
build skills on stronger ones.
Developed student confidence through attentive instruction in
general Finnish language, applying positive reinforcement strategies.
Taught students remotely via pre-recorded and live video sessions.
Identified learning needs and implemented fun and engaging
reading activities to help students advance.
Provided positive feedback often to encourage continued reading
success.
Taught reading comprehension and writing tactics to improve
reading and writing skills.
Designed handouts and educational materials to help students
improve writing skills.
Taught students remotely via pre-recorded and live video sessions.

09/1996 - 05/2002Finnish Language Teacher  | Portland Finnish School -



EDUCATION

ACCOMPLISHMENT
S

Portland, OR

Led Finnish language study in small groups for American children with
a Finnish parent in speaking, writing, reading and translating the
language resulting in basic language skills.
Taught Finnish language through songs.

Marylhurst University, Marylhurst, OR

Music Therapy

Majored in Music Therapy
Coursework in Music Therapy full time for two years.

Marylhurst University, Marylhurst, OR

Suzuki Teacher Training

Studied and completed contents and pedagogy of Suzuki Books 1-10 with
a Suzuki Teacher Trainer Sister Janet Wood.

Helsinki University, Helsinki

M.M. : Musicology

Sibelius Academy, Helsinki, Finland

Solo Violin, Pedagogy

Violin Teacher's Certificate

I am a native Finn with large vocabulary and have lived in the United
States in California and Oregon for numerous years teaching continuously
in English at my private music school which have lead to fluency in both
Finnish and English languages. I am also a private tutor in Finnish
language ongoing basis. I have written complex academic research
papers both in Finland and in The United States on University level and
read academic literature in both languages. I am also a keen reader in
both Finnish and in English languages during my free time.
While living in Finland I used to work as a Free Lance writer and write
composer interviews, concert reviews and reports from summer music
festivals. I also worked for Finnish Music Information Center as a Free
Lancer and among other services created composer brochures for them.


